High Spatial-Temporal Resolution Reconstruction of Plane-Wave Ultrasound Images With a Multichannel Multiscale Convolutional Neural Network.
In recent years, plane-wave imaging (PWI) has attracted considerable attention because of its high temporal resolution. However, the low spatial resolution of PWI limits its clinical applications, which has inspired various studies on the high spatial resolution reconstruction of PW ultrasound images. Although compounding methods and traditional high spatial resolution reconstruction approaches can improve the image quality, these techniques decrease the temporal resolution. Since learning methods can fully reserve the high temporal resolution of PW ultrasounds, a novel convolutional neural network (CNN) model for the high spatial-temporal resolution reconstruction of PW ultrasound images is proposed in this paper. Considering the multiangle form of PW data, a multichannel model is introduced to produce balanced training. To combine local and contextual information, the multiscale model is adopted. These two innovations constitute our multichannel and multiscale CNN (MMCNN) model. Compared with traditional CNN methods, the proposed model uses a two-stage structure in which a cascading wavelet postprocessing stage is combined with the trained MMCNN model. Cascading wavelet postprocessing aims to preserve speckle information. Furthermore, a feedback system is appended to the iteration process of the network training to solve the overfitting problem and help produce convergence. Based on these improvements, an end-to-end mapping is established between a single-angle B-mode PW image and its corresponding multiangle compounded, high-resolution image. The experiments were conducted on simulated, phantom, and real human data. The advantages of our proposed method were compared with a coherent PW compounding method, a conventional maximum a posteriori-based high spatial resolution reconstruction method, and a 2-D CNN compounding method, and the results verified that our approach is capable of attaining a better temporal resolution and comparable spatial resolution. In clinical usage, the proposed method is equipped to satisfy with many ultrafast imaging applications, which require high spatial-temporal resolution. i.